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In a companion paper@T. A. Bigelow and W. D. O’Brien Jr., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.116, 578~2004!#,
theory, supported by simulations, showed that accurate scatterer size estimates could be obtained
using highly focused sources provided that the derived generalized attenuation-compensation
function was used and the velocity potential field near the focus could be approximated as a
three-dimensional Gaussian. Herein, the theory is further evaluated via experimental studies. A
calibration technique is developed to find the necessary equivalent Gaussian dimensions for a
focused source using reflections obtained from a rigid plane scanned through the focus. Then, the
theoretical analysis of focused sources is validated experimentally using three spherically focused
ultrasound transducers to estimate the radius of glass beads imbedded in tissue mimicking
phantoms. Both the impact of focusing (f /1, f /2, andf /4) and the effect of scatterer type~comparing
glass bead results to simulation results that used scatterers with Gaussian impedance distributions!
were tested. The simulated differences agree with the measured differences to within 2.5% provided
that the comparison is made between the same scatterer type and sources with the same equivalent
Gaussian dimensions. The improvement provided by the generalized attenuation-compensation
function is greatly influenced by the type of scatterer whose size is being estimated and decreases
as the wavelength dependence of the Gaussian depth of focus is reduced. ©2004 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1757453#
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Acurrent attenuation-compensation function currently b
ing used by the estimator~i.e., Acomp, AOO ,
AOM , or APC).

Acomp complete attenuation-compensation functi
including focusing effects along the bea
axis @i.e., Acomp(v)5e4ae f fzT/

(*2L/2
L/2 dszgwin(sz)e

24(sz
2/wz

2)e4asz)].
ae f f estimated radius of glass beads.
AOO Oelze–O’Brien attenuation-compensation fun

tion @i.e., AOO(v)5(e4ae f fzTe24aL/2/L)(2aL/(1
2e22aL))2].

AOM O’Donnell–Miller attenuation-compensatio
function @i.e., AOM(v)54ae4ae f fzT/(e4aL/2

2e24aL/2)].
APC point attenuation-compensation function@i.e.,

APC(v)5e4ae f fzT/L].
ASD average squared difference term minimized wh

estimating scatterer size.
c small-signal sound speed of phantom.
co small-signal sound speed of water.
F form factor describing power spectral dens

function for scatterer.
f # f-number for a spherically focused source.

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
wdo@uiuc.edu
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f R principle frequency of Rayleigh distribution@i.e.,
f •exp(2((f2fR)/sR)2)].

Go geometric gain value for pressure field at foc
when Wsource is approximated by a Gaussia
~units of m!.

H dimensionless filtering characteristics for the u
trasound source.

ko wave number in water.
L total width of rectangular windowing function.
PII pulse intensity integral.
ST aperture area of ultrasound transmitter.
Twin total width of rectangular windowing function

applied to time-domain waveform~i.e., Twin

52L/c).
V8 volume containing glass beads contributing

the scattered signal.
Vinc voltage applied to the ultrasound source duri

transmit.
Vplane voltage from ultrasound source due to the bac

scatter from rigid plane near focus.
Vre f l voltage from ultrasound source due to the bac

scatter from glass beads.
wx ,wy ,wz equivalent Gaussian dimensions of velocity p

tential field in focal region.
wzb intercept term for equivalent Gaussian depth

focus as a function of wavelength~i.e., wz

5wzm•l1wzb).
wzm slope term for equivalent Gaussian depth

focus as a function of wavelength~i.e., wz

5wzm•l1wzb).
il:
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X log difference between calibrated scattered sp
trum and form factor used in minimization.

X̄ mean value ofX over bandwidth of minimiza-
tion.

zf distance of rigid plane used to acquire referen
waveform to the focal plane.

zT distance of aperture plane of the ultrasou
transmitter/detector to the focal plane.

a attenuation in the scattering region,V8.
ae f f effective attenuation for all tissue between foc

plane and aperture plane~i.e., total attenuation
along beam axis5ae f fzT).

ao slope of attenuation in the scattering region a
suming strict linear frequency dependent atten
ation ~i.e., a5ao• f !.

l wavelength.
l0 the wavelength corresponding to the spect

peak from the reference spectrum~i.e., Vplane)
used when calculating the depth of field~i.e.,
7.08l0f #2) to normalize the window length.

sR bandwidth of Rayleigh distribution@i.e., f •exp
(2((f2fR)/sR)2)].

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantifying the ultrasonic backscatter returned from
medium of interest has been important in many different
plications of acoustics ranging from nondestructive testi1

to tissue imaging.2 Regardless of the application, the go
remains the same: use the statistics of the frequency e
lope of the backscattered signal to estimate the size of
scatterer in the medium. This involves first developing
impedance distribution to describe the scattering~model!,
and then fitting the measured backscattered data to the m
to determine the mean scatterer size.2–5

Most of the models developed previously have assum
that largef-numbers are required to accurately extract inf
mation on the microstructure of the medium.3,5,6However, in
our companion paper,7 we have shown that smalle
f-numbers can be used provided that the velocity poten
field is modeled as a three-dimensional Gaussian beam in
focal region, and the correct generalized attenuati
compensation function is used. The companion paper
stricted its attention to computer simulations of ideal sour
where the impedance of the scatterers varied according
Gaussian distribution. Hence, the impact of different sc
terer types and nonideal beams was not addressed. A G
ian impedance distribution is commonly assumed when a
lyzing the backscatter from biological tissues,8 but the exact
impedance distribution for tissue scatterers remains to be
termined. Therefore, any relationship between the type
scatterer and the accuracy of the estimates of scatterer
for focused sources should be investigated.

In this paper, we build upon our previous work7 by using
real rather than ideal sources and by considering glass
scatterers instead of scatterers with a Gaussian imped
distribution ~Gaussian scatterer!. The power spectral densit
functions~or form factors! for these two types of scattere
are very different,5 and are given by
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelow and W. D
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F~k!5H Fsin~2kae f f!

2kae f f
G2

~Bead!,

e20.827k2ae f f
2

~Gaussian!.

~1!

The form factor approximating the glass bead falls off mu
faster with increasing scatterer radius than does the Gaus
scatterer.5

Because the sources are real, the first challenge i
measure the equivalent frequency-dependent Gaussian b
widths,wx andwy , and Gaussian depth of focus,wz , of the
field in the focal region. Two different methods are examin
using a spherically focused transducer, and the results f
the two methods are compared. One of the methods is
used to find the equivalent Gaussian depth of focus for th
spherically focused transducers (f /1, f /2, and f /4). These
three transducers are then used experimentally to obtain
terer size estimates for an ultrasound phantom contain
glass beads. Then, the effect of scatterer type is assesse
repeating the simulations using glass bead scatterers
comparing the bead simulation and phantom results to
earlier simulation results7 that used scatterers with Gaussi
impedance distributions. Likewise, the influence of t
wavelength dependence ofwz of the sources is investigate
through more computer simulations and analytical calcu
tions. In the last section of the paper, some conclusions ba
on the experimental results are provided with the hope
guiding future investigators.

II. GAUSSIAN DIMENSION MEASUREMENTS

There are many possible methods for determining
equivalent Gaussian dimensions~beamwidth and depth o
focus! of an ultrasound source, two of which were compar
experimentally in our investigation. The evaluation was do
using a spherically focusedf /2 transducer~Valpey Fisher
Instruments, Inc., Hopkinton, MA! with a diameter of 2.1
cm, a center frequency of 8.7 MHz, and a23 dB bandwidth
of 1.6 MHz as measured from a wire reflection.9 The trans-
ducer was placed in a water bath and shock excited usin
Panametrics 5900 pulser/receiver~Waltham, MA! operating
in pulse-echo mode, and the returned waveforms were
corded using a digital oscilloscope at a sampling freque
of 100 MHz ~Lecroy 9354 TM, Chestnut Ridge, NY!. The
coordinate system for the experiment is shown in Fig.
Although a spherically focused transducer was selected
the evaluation, the experimental techniques can be applie
any focused source including dynamically focused arrays

FIG. 1. Coordinate system selected for experiment.
595. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Experiment
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A. Gaussian dimensions from wire

The first method considered for determining the Gau
ian dimensions was the traditional technique of passin
wire target systematically through the entire ultrasound be
in a water bath and recording the pulse/echo waveform
each field location.9 The wire target is then assumed to a
proximate a point target~i.e., neglect integration of wire
across beam!. In order to insure that the correct dimensio
were measured, the wire needs to be moved throughou
entire field because it is difficult to align the beam axis w
the scan axis when using a wire. In our experiment, the
mm-diam tungsten wire~California Fine Wire Company
Grover City, CA! was moved in a rectangular grid of dime
sion 10 mm by 1.2 mm in steps of 50 and 30mm, respec-
tively, using a Daedal microprecision positioning syste
~Daedal Inc., Harrison City, PA!. The pulse intensity integra
~PII! was then calculated for the return echo from every w
location yielding a map of the beam pattern. From the
beam pattern, the beam axis~z axis! and focal plane axis~x
axis! were determined. An image showing the lo
compressed PII beam pattern along with the field axe
shown in Fig. 2. For arrays or other beams lacking circu
symmetry in the focal plane, the experiment would need
be repeated with the wire target rotated so that the field
tensity at each frequency along they axis could also be ob
tained.

Once the field axes were determined, the magnitude
the Fourier transform for each waveform at each locat
along the axes was calculated yielding the field intensity
each frequency and axial position. The field intensities
frequencies between 7 and 10 MHz versus the location
the field axes were then normalized and fit by a Gauss
distribution yielding the appropriate frequency-depend
Gaussian dimensions. Also, the location of the focus w
allowed to change for the different frequencies because
has been shown to improve the accuracy of the Gaus
approximation.7 Working with the normalized field intensity
at each frequency was equivalent to working with the squ
of the velocity potential when finding the Gaussian dime

FIG. 2. Image ofPII in dB showing location of field axes~dotted line! for
the Gaussian dimension measurement from the wire reflections.
596 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelow an
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sions. Finally, a linear fit was performed on the measu
dimensions versus the acoustic wavelength yield
frequency-dependent Gaussian dimensions ofwz517.1l
1924•1026 m andwx51.57l127.0•1026 m. Plots show-
ing the measured dimensions and the resulting linear fits
shown in Fig. 3. Whenl goes to zero, the beamwidths an
depth of focus do not go to zero due to the intercept te
This intercept term is;25 times larger than the intercep
term found for the ideal focused source.7 Hence, the large
intercept results from the sources not being ideally diffra
tion limited.

The determination of the frequency-dependent Gaus
dimensions of a source using the wire technique is rob
However, it is very time consuming due to the need to m
out most of the acoustic field, a problem that is only co
pounded by diagnostically relevant fields. Furthermore
provides more information than is required~i.e., wx). In the
companion paper,7 we demonstrated that in order to corre
for focusing along the beam axis when determining the s
terer size we only need to knowwz . Hence, in the next
section we explore a faster measurement technique that
yields wz and is also a simple extension to the calibrati
methods currently used to obtain a reference in scatterer
estimates.2,3,5,10

B. Gaussian dimensions from rigid plane

The second method used to obtain the equival
frequency-dependent Gaussian dimensions is based on
theoretical backscattered signal from a rigid plane positio
near the focal plane given by7

Vplane~v!5
22pwxwyko

2Go
2Vinc~v!H2~v!

ST~4p!2

3ei2ko~zT2zf !e22~zf /wz!2
. ~2!

A measurement forwz can be obtained from Eq.~2! by vary-
ing the location of the plane in the focal region,zf . Equation
~2! includes a complete description of the reflection from t

FIG. 3. Measured Gaussian dimensions and the resulting linear fits fo
beam axis~a! and the focal plane axis~b! from the wire reflections.
d W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Experiment
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TABLE I. Relevant properties of transducers used in the phantom experiments.

f#

Center
frequency

~MHz!

23 dB
bandwidth

~MHz!

Transducer
diameter

~cm!

Scan length
~step size! to

find wz wz

Depth
into

phantom~mm!

1 8.7 1.5 2.1 22 mm→2 mm
~50 mm!

3.22l11285mm 6

2 8.7 1.6 2.1 22 mm→2 mm
~150 mm!

16.1l1802mm 12.5

4 9.4 3.8 1.4 28 mm→8 mm
~200 mm!

76.8l14207mm 15
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plate, unlike the wire technique that neglected the field in
gration along its length, provided that the velocity potent
field from the source obeys a Gaussian distribution. The
fore, the measurement should only be made in the foca
gion where the Gaussian approximation is valid and seco
ary field properties~i.e., side lobes and waveform curvatur!
can be neglected.

Hence, a smooth Plexiglas surface was initially po
tioned 2 mm past the focal plane for the transducer in a w
bath (zf522 mm). The Plexiglas was then moved along t
beam axis passing through the focus in steps of 150mm until
it was 2 mm in front of the focus (zf52 mm) using the
Daedal microprecision positioning system, and the e
waveforms were recorded for each Plexiglas location. T
magnitude of the Fourier transform was then calculated
each of the acquired waveforms. The resulting magnit
spectra were then divided by the spectrum obtained for
Plexiglas located at the focal plane (zf50) for frequencies
between 7 and 10 MHz~i.e., normalized for each frequency!
and fit by a Gaussian distribution yielding the equivale
Gaussian depth of focus,wz . Then, a linear fit was per
formed on the measured depth of focus versus wavele
yielding a frequency-dependent Gaussian depth of focu
wz516.1l1802•1026 m which differed by less than 7.6%
from depth of focus found using the wire technique. The
fore, the two methods for measuring the frequen
dependent Gaussian depth of focus along the beam axis,wz ,
are equivalent. Due to the reduced measurement time,
measurement of the depth of focus using the rigid plane
also used to determine thewz values for the other source
used in the phantom experiments. These values are prov
in Table I along with the scan length the planar reflector w
moved when acquiring the reflections. Variations in the s
length about 4 mm did not significantly change the result
wz values, indicating secondary field properties did not d
matically affect the measured Gaussian depth of focus
this scan length.

III. PHANTOM EXPERIMENTS

The phantom experiments were designed to validate
use of focused sources in predicting scatterer size as we
investigate the effects of focusing along the beam axis
greater detail. Hence, the three transducers describe
Table I were used to estimate the radius of glass beads
tissue mimicking phantom. The reported center frequen
and 23 dB bandwidths had been previously measured b
wire reflection technique.9
, Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelow and W. D
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A. Experimental procedure and initial results

The agar phantom used in the experiment was produ
at the University of Wisconsin and was part of an interlab
ratory comparison of ultrasonic backscatter, attenuation,
sound speed measurements.11 The phantom consisted of de
gassed water, agar,n-proponal, finely powdered graphite
and glass beads whose radii varied between 22.5 and
mm with an average concentration of 20.454/mm3. The at-
tenuation of the phantom (0.5560.08 dB/cm/MHz) was
measured by both insertion loss techniques as well as
observing the change in backscatter with propagation de
into the phantom at room temperature. The sound spee
the phantom was reported by Madsenet al.11 to have a mean
value of 1534.4 m/s at 22 °C with a temperature depende
of 1.7 m/s/°C.

The experiments were performed by first positioning
rigid plane at the focus of the transducer in a degassed w
bath. The transducers were shock excited using a Pana
rics 5900 pulser/receiver operating in pulse-echo mode,
the echo waveforms were captured using a Lecroy 9354
digital oscilloscope with a sampling frequency of 100 MH
The focus was defined as the plane location that resulte
the largest peak–peak voltage for the returned echo wa
form. This echo waveform was then recorded as the re
ence waveform,Vplane. The rigid plane used to obtain th
reference waveform was made of either Plexiglas or polis
metal. The plane was then moved along the beam axis so
the values ofwz could be determined as described pre
ously.

The phantom was then placed such that the reflec
from the front surface of the phantom corresponded in ti
with the previously acquired reference waveform, there
positioning the front surface of the phantom in the foc
plane of the transducer. The focus was then moved into
phantom a known distance by using the Daedal micropr
sion positioning system. Care was taken so that secon
reflections between the surface of the transducer and the
face of the phantom did not interfere with the speckle fro
the glass beads. The distance the focus was moved into
phantom for each transducer is also given in Table I. Af
positioning the focus, 25 independent rf echoes were
quired by moving the phantom along a square grid paralle
the focal plane using the Daedal microprecision position
system. The grid consisted of five columns and five ro
each separated by a distance of 450mm, 450mm, and 1 mm
for the f /1, f /2, and f /4 transducers, respectively. For ea
grid position, the echo waveform was averaged betw
597. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Experiment
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1000 and 2200 times to remove as much electronic nois
possible.

During processing, each rf echo was windowed by
rectangular gating function centered at the focus, the loca
of which was known from the reference signal. A rectangu
gating function was selected because the traditio
attenuation-compensation functions (AOO andAOM) are de-
fined for a rectangular gate. The positioning was done
measuring the water temperature, calculating the so
speed of the water/phantom medium (co and c! from the
temperature, and then using these sound speeds to po
the window at the correct location in time. The length of t
gating functions varied from 1 to 13 mm in steps of 0.5 m
with corresponding time gates given byTwin52L/c. After
windowing, the magnitudes of the Fourier transforms
each rf echo were averaged together yielding an estimate
E@ uVre f l(v)u2#. An estimate for the radius of the glass bea
was then obtained by finding the value ofae f f that mini-
mized the average squared difference~ASD! given,5

ASD5mean
v

@~X~v,ae f f!2X̄~ae f f!!2#, ~3!

where

X~v,ae f f!5 lnS E@ uVre f l~v!u2#

uVplane~v!u2ko
4D 1 ln~Acurrent~v!!

2 lnS Fsin~2kae f f!

2kae f f
G2D ,

~4!
X̄~ae f f!5mean

v
@X~v,ae f f!#.

For the purpose of comparison, the minimization was do
for frequencies in the range of 6.5 to 10.5 MHz for all thr
of the transducers.

The average values of the glass bead radius for wind
lengths between 3 and 8 mm found using the general
attenuation-compensation function were 26.1, 22.8, and 2
mm for the f /1, f /2, andf /4 transducers, respectively. Henc
the estimated bead radius was well within the range of b
radii known to be in the phantom~i.e., 22.5 to 26.5mm!. In
the companion paper,7 it was shown that the differences b
tween the different attenuation-compensation functio
should be relatively constant between different scatterer
tributions even though the absolute errors would va
Hence, the percent difference between the traditio
attenuation-compensation functions and the general
attenuation-compensation function relative to the mean g
bead radius of 24.5mm was used in the remainder of ou
evaluation.

The percent difference versus window length for each
the transducers is shown in Fig. 4.l0 was the wavelength
corresponding to the spectral peak from the reference s
trum ~i.e., Vplane). The traditional attenuation-compensatio
functions,APC , AOM , andAOO , all predict larger bead size
than the generalized attenuation-compensation function
the f /1 andf /2 transducers. Also, for thef /4 transducer,APC

gives a smaller estimate whileAOM and AOO continue to
give larger estimates. This same qualitative behavior w
598 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelow an
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also observed in our earlier simulation study reported in
companion paper.7 However, there was not quantitativ
agreement in the amount of improvement provided by
new generalized attenuation-compensation function.

In the companion paper,7 the generalized attenuation
compensation function gave an improvement in the scatt
size estimate of 40% to 50% over the traditional attenuati
compensation functions for thef /2 transducer with a window
length of 13 mm and an attenuation of 0.5 dB/cm/MHz.
the experiment, thef /2 transducer only gave an improveme
of 12% to 18%. Likewise, the improvement in the expe
ment for thef /1 transducer was only about 3.5% to 6% wh
our previous simulation study7 predicted an improvement o
35% to 55%. Also, thef /1 transducer yielded improvemen
in the scatterer size estimate much smaller than thef /2 trans-
ducer when our previous simulation study7 indicated that the
amount of improvement should plateau at approximately
same values as the window length is increased for both tr
ducers. Even thef /4 transducer had less improvement in t
experiment~i.e., 7.1% forAcomp compared toAOM at 13
mm! as compared to our earlier simulation study7 ~i.e., 17%
for Acomp compared toAOM at 13 mm!. Clearly, these dif-
ferences in the improvements in the scatterer size estim
when usingAcomp in the experiment as compared to o
earlier simulations7 need to be understood.

FIG. 4. Experimental results for % differences inaeff versus window length
found using traditional attenuation-compensation functions (APC , AOM ,
andAOO) as compared toaeff found usingAcomp for a glass bead phantom
with an attenuation of 0.5560.08 dB/cm/MHz, a concentration of 20.45
beads/mm3, and a mean bead radius of 24.5mm from spherically focused
transducers withf-numbers of~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4.
d W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Experiment
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B. Effect of scatterer type

The most obvious difference between our previo
simulation study7 and the phantom experiments is the type
scatterer. Our earlier simulation study7 used scatterers with
Gaussian impedance distributions~i.e., assumed impedanc
distribution for tissue! whereas the experimental study us
glass beads. The form factor for glass beads has a stro
dependence on the scatterer size than does the form facto
Gaussian scatterers. As a result, errors in the minimiza
routine due to errors in the attenuation-compensation fu
tion are less significant when estimating the size of the g
beads. This would result in a decrease in the improvem
provided by the new generalized attenuation-compensa
function.

In order to test whether the use of glass beads instea
scatterers with Gaussian impedance distributions was
sponsible for the loss in improvement between our ear
simulation study7 and the current experimental study, sim
lations were run using glass beads for the scatterers. H
ever, the sources were still assumed to be diffraction limi
whose velocity potential fields had a three-dimensio
Gaussian distribution at the focus. Hence,wz was given by
6.01l f #2, andwx,y was given bywx5wy50.87l f #. In the
new simulations, the attenuation, sound speed, and scat
concentration were set to the values determined for the p
tom. Likewise, the radius of the shells was set at 24.5mm.
One thousand independent scatterer distributions were
erated yielding 1000 independent backscattered wavefo
The waveforms were then separated into 40 independent
with 25 waveforms per set. Each set was then processe
yield 40 independent estimates for the scatterer size.

The simulated sources were also excited by an impu
spike ~to model the Panametrics pulse! and had Rayleigh
frequency responses found by fitting a Rayleigh distribut
@i.e., f •exp(2((f2fR)/sR)2)] to the measured frequency spe
trum from the reflection off of the rigid plane at the focu
This was done so that the resulting spectrum of the simula
sources would be as close as possible to the real sources
bandwidth used in the estimate, however, consisted of
frequencies in the range between 6.5 and 10.5 MHz as
done for the experimental results. Other source parame
including the depth at which the focus was placed in
simulated phantom, were identical to those provided in Ta
I.

A plot showing the simulated phantom results is given
Fig. 5. The differences between the different attenuati
compensation functions are greatly reduced. For thef /4
transducer at a window length of 13 mm, the difference
tween the size estimate given byAOM and Acomp is 6.4%
compared to 7.1% for the experimental results. Likewi
AOO and APC gave simulated differences fromAcomp of
2.9% and21.75%, respectively, comparable to the expe
mental differences of 1.8% and25.6%. Similarly, thef /2
transducer at a window length of 13 mm gave simula
differences fromAcomp of 18% for AOM , 15.6% forAOO ,
and 12.4% forAPC that were very close to the differences
18.4%, 15.5%, and 11.5%, respectively, that were found
perimentally. Therefore, the decrease in improvement
cussed previously~i.e., % difference of 12% to 18% instea
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of 40% to 50% for thef /2) can be directly attributed to th
type of scatterer being measured. This is of great importa
for estimating scatterer sizes of biological tissue because
fundamental scatterer geometry~type! in tissue has not been
determined. Hence, the improvement of the new general
attenuation-compensation function compared to the tra
tional attenuation-compensation functions may be even m
significant in a clinical setting because the correct scatte
geometry may exhibit an even stronger dependence on
attenuation-compensation function.

C. Effect of wavelength dependence of focusing

Although the type of scatterer and the subsequent dep
dence on the attenuation-compensation function explains
reduction in the improvement provided by the new atten
tion compensation function, it does not explain why the p
teau of thef /1 transducer~i.e., difference fromAcomp for
APC of 3.4%! was different than the plateau for thef /2 trans-
ducer ~i.e., difference fromAcomp for APC of 11.5%!. The
previous simulation study~Sec. III B! showed them converg
ing to the same value whereas, in the experiment, they c
verged to different amounts of improvement. In order to u
derstand this behavior, we explore another differen
between the previous simulation studies and the experim

FIG. 5. Simulation results for % difference inaeff found using traditional
attenuation-compensation functions (APC , AOM , andAOO) as compared to
aeff found usingAcomp for a glass bead phantom with an attenuation
0.5560.08 dB/cm/MHz, a concentration of 20.454 beads/mm3, and bead
radius of 24.5mm from spherically focused transducers withf-numbers of
~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4, andwz56.01l f #2.
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tal study: the wavelength dependence of the effective Ga
ian depth of focus along the beam, axis,wz . In the earlier
simulations,wz was directly proportional to the waveleng
@i.e., wz56.01(f #)2

•l], but, in the experiment,wz had the
form

wz5wzm•l1wzb , ~5!

wherewzb was a constant independent of wavelength~Table
I!.

In order to understand the impact of the wavelength
pendence of wz , the curves of ln (Acomp/AOM) and
ln (Acomp/APC) versus frequency were fit by a line. The slo
of this line could then be used to predict how the scatte
size estimate fromAcomp would compare to the estimat
from AOM andAPC . A positive slope means that the estima
from APC/OM is larger than the estimate obtained fro
Acomp. Likewise, a negative slope means that the estim
from APC/OM is smaller than the estimate fromAcomp. The
wavelength dependence ofwz was evaluated for three differ
ent wz values:~a! 6.01(f #)2

•l, as was used in the previou
simulation study,7 ~b! 6.01(f #)2

•l11285mm, similar to the
wavelength dependence found for the measured transdu
and ~c! 6.01(f #)2

•(181mm). The calculations were per
formed for window lengths normalized to the tradition
depth of focus~i.e., 7.08l0f #2) of 0.5, 1, and 2.5 as well a
for a window length of 8 mm. The resulting slopes are sho
in Figs. 6 and 7.

Consider first thewz values of 6.01(f #)2
•l shown by

the solid curves. For any given normalized window leng
the AOM estimate is larger than theAcomp estimate and in-
creases with increasingf-number. Likewise, theAPC estimate
is larger than theAcomp estimate for smallerf-numbers and
then decreases with increasingf-number for smaller normal

FIG. 6. Calculated slope of ln(Acomp/AOM) versus frequency for transduce
with varying degrees of focusing~i.e., f #). The three curves in the plot
correspond towz values with three different dependencies on waveleng
——— for wz56.01(f #)2

•l, ––– for wz56.01(f #)2
•l11285mm, and

-.- for wz56.01(f #)2
•(181mm). The plots had~a! window length normal-

ized to the depth of focus~i.e., 7.08l0f #2) of 0.5, ~b! window length nor-
malized to the depth of focus~i.e., 7.08l0f #2) of 1, ~c! window length
normalized to the depth of focus~i.e., 7.08l0f #2) of 2.5, and~d! window
length of 8 mm.
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ized window lengths resulting in theAPC estimate being
smaller than theAcomp estimate. For larger normalized win
dow lengths, theAPC estimate is always larger than th
Acomp estimate and there is no longer any dependency
f-number corresponding to the plateau observed earlier.

Now consider thewz values illustrated by the remainin
curves. The sizes of theAPC/OM estimates relative to the siz
of the Acomp estimate are reduced as the wavelength dep
dency ofwz is reduced as is illustrated by the dash-dot-da
curve @6.01(f #)2

•l11285mm# being lower than the
dashed curve@6.01(f #)2

•(181mm)#. Also, for wz given by
6.01(f #)2

•l11285mm, the estimates approach th
6.01(f #)2

•l curve for larger f-number and approach th
6.01(f #)2

•(181mm) curve for smallerf-number. As a result,
the APC estimates no longer plateau independent
f-number. Therefore, thef /1 transducer used in the exper
ment should have yielded a smaller difference between
APC andAcomp estimates than thef /2 transducer, just as wa
observed, due to its weaker dependence on wavelength.

The results forAPC as compared toAcomp at large nor-
malized window lengths can also be shown mathematica
For sufficiently large window lengths, the integral along t
beam axis inAcomp can be evaluated in closed form, yieldin

Acomp~v!5
2

wzAp
e4aeffzTe2a2wz

2
. ~6!

Hence, the derivative of ln (Acomp/APC) versus frequency is
given by

;

FIG. 7. Calculated slope of ln(Acomp/APC) versus frequency for transducer
with varying degrees of focusing~i.e., f #). The three curves in the plot
correspond towz values with three different dependencies on waveleng
——— for wz56.01(f #)2

•l, ––– for wz56.01(f #)2
•l11285mm, and

-"- for wz56.01(f #)2
•(181mm). The plots had~a! window length normal-

ized to the depth of focus~i.e., 7.08l0f #2) of 0.5, ~b! window length nor-
malized to the depth of focus~i.e., 7.08l0f #2) of 1, ~c! window length
normalized to the depth of focus~i.e., 7.08l0f #2) of 2.5, and~d! window
length of 8 mm.
d W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Experiment
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]

] f H ln S Acomp

APC
D J 52

1

wz

]wz

] f
22~awz!

3Fwz

]a

] f
1a

]wz

] f G , ~7!

which can be simplified to

]

] f H ln S Acomp

APC
D J 5

wzmc~ f 22!

wzm•l1wzb

1F2a2@wzm•l1wzb#wzmc~ f 22!

22a@wzm•l1wzb#
2

]a

] f G ~8!

if wz has the form given in Eq.~5!. Hence, the significance o
the wavelength dependence ofwz is also affected by the
magnitude and frequency dependence of the attenuation
the purpose of comparison, we will assume that the atten
tion has a strict linear frequency dependence~i.e., a
5ao• f ), allowing Eq.~8! to be rewritten as

]

] f H ln S Acomp

APC
D J 5

1

f S wzm•l

wzm•l1wzb
D

22ao
2f wzb@wzm•l1wzb#. ~9!

Hence, if wzb50, then the slope of ln (Acomp/APC) versus
frequency is equal to 1/f and is independent of the value o
wzm. Likewise, if wzm50, then the slope of ln (Acomp/APC)
versus frequency decreases approximately parabolically
increasing values ofwzb . Both of these effects are evident
Fig. 7~c!.

In order to further test the impact of the waveleng
dependence ofwz on the different attenuation-compensati
functions, the simulation of the glass bead phantoms
repeated using thewz values found experimentally. Onc
again, the attenuation, sound speed, and scatterer conce
tion were set to the values determined for the phantom,
the radius of the shells was set at 24.5mm. Also, 40 inde-
pendent estimates were obtained for 1000 independent
terer distributions that were generated and then processe
groups of 25 using frequencies in the range between 6.5
10.5 MHz. The simulated sources were also modeled to h
the same Rayleigh frequency response as was found ex
mentally and were excited by an impulse spike. The resul
differences between the different attenuation-compensa
functions are shown in Fig. 8.

Once the measured values forwz were used in the simu
lations, the differences betweenAcomp and the other
attenuation-compensation functions for thef /1 transducer at
8 mm were 7.4%, 5.9%, and 4.3% whereas the differen
for the f /2 transducer at 13 mm were 16%, 13.4%, and 1
for AOM , AOO , andAPC , respectively. Hence,APC for the
f /1 transducer and thef /2 transducer now plateau at differe
levels in agreement with the observed experimental res
Therefore, the wavelength dependence ofwz was responsible
for their earlier discrepancy. Furthermore, the differen
found experimentally and the mean differences found in
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simulations using the correct value forwz were consistently
within 2.5% of each other, validating the theoretical analy
provided in the companion paper.7

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we further explored the use of focus
sources for estimating scatterer sizes. First, we compared
different methods to calibrate a focused source, and fo
that simply recording/processing the echoes from a ri
plane moved along the beam axis could yield sufficient c
bration information. This calibration routine is a straightfo
ward extension to the current calibration techniques use
obtain a reference in scatterer size estimates.2,3,5,10Then, we
attempted to validate our previous theoretical work by us
real focused transducers to estimate the size of glass bea
a tissue mimicking phantom. We found agreement better t
2.5% provided that the same type of scatterers and sou
were being compared. Errors in the attenuatio
compensation function when estimating the radius of
glass beads were much less significant than the same e
when estimating the radius of a Gaussian scatterer, indica
a strong dependence on the type of scatterer when asse
the accuracy of any attenuation-compensation functi
Lastly, we explored the effects of focusing in greater de

FIG. 8. Simulation results for % difference inaeff found using the traditional
attenuation-compensation functions (APC , AOM , andAOO) as compared to
aeff found usingAcomp for a glass bead phantom with an attenuation
0.5560.08 dB/cm/MHz, a concentration of 20.454 beads/mm3, and bead
radius of 24.5mm from spherically focused transducers withf-numbers of
~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4, andwz as given in Table I.
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and found that the improvement provided by the new gen
alized attenuation-compensation function decreases as
wavelength dependence ofwz was reduced.

The dependence of the performance of the attenuat
compensation function on the scatterer type is very impor
in light of the reference phantom technique that has rece
been proposed to correct for focusing when estimating
characteristic size of the tissue microstructure.12 Namely, tis-
sue mimicking phantoms with glass beads should not be u
to test the validity of the reference phantom technique as
attenuation-compensation method because the estimatio
glass bead radius has a very weak dependence on
attenuation-compensation function. Hence, if the refere
phantom technique introduces large errors into the comp
sation for attenuation and focusing, these errors will not
detected in phantom experiments using glass beads. Ide
the assessment should be done using real tissue. How
the real size of scatterers in tissue is not known, so sim
tion studies similar to those presented in this paper may h
to suffice. Another possibility would be to use tissue wh
using our generalized attenuation-compensation function
standard to which the reference phantom results could
compared.

From these results, it is clear that weakly focus
sources are not required when estimating the scatterer
even for window lengths much greater than the depth
focus for the source. Because increased focusing provide
increased signal-to-noise ratios and better lateral resolu
focused sources may perform better when quantifying
size of the tissue microstructure. However, the exact effec
focusing on signal-to-noise ratios as it applies to scatte
size estimation remains to be quantified.
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